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Let R be an indecomposable basic serial artin ring with radical r. As is 
well known, we can number a full set P, ,..., P, of indecomposable projec- 
tive left R-modules so that PJrP, ErP, ~, lr2Pip, for i = 2,..., n, and if 
r P, # 0, then P, /r P, z r P,,/r2P,, . Many properties of R are known to be 
determined by the integers ci = length (P,). Let [j] denote the least 
positive residue of j modulo n, whenever j is a positive integer. Thus, 
[n] = n. Let S, = P;/rP,, whence S, ,..., S, is a full set of nonisomorphic 
simple left R-modules. Then the composition factors of P, are (from the top 
down) Si, ScI+ l],-, SCl+c.,- 11. The Loewy length of R is LL( R) = max (ci }. 
It is the least positive integer with r LL(R) = 0. Our purpose here is to prove 
THEOREM. Let the global dimension gl. dim. R be finite. Then 
(i) LL(R)62n-1, 
(ii) gl. dim. R<2n-2. 
We will also give examples showing that the given bounds are sharp. 
For a finite set S and a functionffrom S to itself, it is easy to see that if 
X is the set of those s E S such thatf’(s) = s for some positive integer t, then 
X is nonempty, the restriction off to X is a permutation, and f n ~ ‘(s) E X, 
for all SE S, where n is the cardinality of S. We will apply this with 
s = { l,..., n} and f(i) = [i+ ci]. In this case, we will call the elements of X 
f-regular points. 
Now we note some features of projective resolutions that will allow us to 
prove the theorem. 
(1) The socle of Pi is isomorphic to Sri+ c,- ,, . 
(2) If g: P, -+ Pi is not monomorphism, then ker g/r. ker gr Sfu). 
(3) If Pi -+ Pi is a monomorphism, then Pi and Pi have isomorphic 
socles, whence f(i) = f( j). 
(4) If X is an indecomposable R-module, then it is the cokernel of a 
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morphism P j --t Pi of indecomposable projective modules. Using (2) and 
(3) repeatedly, we see that the projective resolution of X has the form 
(5) If the module X in (4) has finite projective dimension, then the 
resolution terminates at the left with a monomorphism of one of the forms 
pP(i) + p/*-l(i) 
or 
By (3), fk”(i) equals either f"(j) or f""(j). 
(6) If gl. dim. R is finite and i and j are f-regular points, then any 
morphism g: Pj --t Pi is either an isomorphism or zero. For, by (5) and the 
fact that f permutes the f-regular points, we must have that j is either i or 
f(i). In the first of these cases, since the alternating sum of the lengths of 
the modules in the projective resolution of coker g must be zero, one sees 
that coker g = 0, whence (since Pj is projective and indecomposable) g is 
an isomorphism. In the second case, one sees for the same reason that the 
morphism Pi + coker g is isomorphism, whence g = 0. 
Part (i) of the theorem now follows, since if LL(R)>2n, then there are 
nonzero nonisomorphisms between any two indecomposable projective left 
R-modules. 
For part (ii) of the theorem, let d be the least positive integer such that 
f”(i) is f-regular for all ie {l,..., n}. Note that d d n - 1. For any simple left 
R-module Si, find an exact sequence P j + Pi -+ Si -+ 0. By (4) above, the 
projective resolution of Si, if sufficiently long, eventually contains a 
morphism Pfdc jj -+ Pfdci). But by (6), this morphism is either zero or an 
isomorphism. Thus, the resolution terminates at the left with either a 
monomorphism from Pfdci) to PP~I(~) or from ffd-l(j) to Pfdmlcij, if it did not 
terminate sooner. So, pd S d 2d d 2n - 2. 
To see the sharpness of the bounds, first choose R so that ck = 2n -k, 
for 1~ k < n. Then Si is of projective dimension one, for 1 < i d n - 1, while 
the projective resolution of S, is 
O+P,+P,+P,+S,+O. 
Hence, gl. dim. R = 2, and IX(R) = max { ci } = 2n - 1, and thus the bound 
in (i) is sharp. For part (ii), take ci = n + 1 for 1 d i< n - 1, and c, = n; 
then one has exact sequences 
O’S,+, +pi+, +rpi+o (1 bidn-2), 
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whence pdSi=l+pdrPi+, =2+pdSi+1. As rP,-, =P,, we get 
pdS,-, = 1, sopdS,_, =2k- 1, for 1 <kdn-- 1. On the other hand, the 
minimal resolution of S, is 
O+P,+P,-,+P,+ **‘-+P,-+P,-rP, -+P,-+S,+O, 
so pd S, = gl. dim. R = 2n - 2, as desired. 
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